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ABSTRACT
Acknowledgments are widely used in scientific articles to ex-
press gratitude and credit collaborators. Despite suggestions
that indexing acknowledgments automatically will give in-
teresting insights [9], there is currently, to the best of our
knowledge, no such system to track acknowledgments and
index them 1. In this paper we introduce AckSeer2, a search
engine and a repository for automatically extracted acknowl-
edgments in digital libraries. AckSeer is a fully automated
system that scans items in digital libraries including con-
ference papers, journals, and books extracting acknowledg-
ment sections and identifying acknowledged entities men-
tioned within.

We describe the architecture of AckSeer and discuss the
extraction algorithms that achieve a F1 measure above 83%.
We use multiple Named Entity Recognition (NER) tools and
propose a method for merging the outcome from different
recognizers. The resulting entities are stored in a database
then made searchable by adding them to the AckSeer in-
dex along with the metadata of the containing paper/book.
We buildAckSeer on top of the documents in CiteSeerx digi-
tal library yielding more than 500,000 acknowledgments and
more than 4 million mentioned entities.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.7 [Artificial Intelligence]: Natural Language Process-
ing—Text analysis; H.3.1 [Information Storage and Re-
trieval]: Content Analysis and Indexing—Linguistic pro-

1An early acknowledgement indexing system was built in
CiteSeer but was not refactored into the new CiteSeerX
2http://ackseer.ist.psu.edu
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cessing ; H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Dig-
ital Libraries—Collection
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1. INTRODUCTION
While author information and affiliation are considered to

be sufficient metadata to describe the creators of items in
digital libraries, there is still plenty of information available
from acknowledgment sections of papers and books, much
of which is not readily accessible. Acknowledgments are
rich with information about indirect contributors and col-
laborators of the work which lead one researcher to call ac-
knowledgments “Super Citations” [13]. Cronin went further
and argued that the first acknowledged person might have
contributed to the work more than the last author[9]. Ac-
knowledged contributors maybe who funded the work.

An early study dissected the different types of acknowl-
edgments found in scholarly work, and found that the most
common types were:“

• Moral support

• Financial support

• Access (facilities, data ..etc.)

• Clerical support

• Technical support (programming, statistics.. etc)

• Peer interactive communication ” [10, 12]

These categories of acknowledgments may indicate signif-
icant contribution to the published work, given that such
an entity was mentioned in the acknowledgments. While
the promotion and tenure process in academic institutions
is mostly affected by citations and authorship, acknowledg-
ments can be argued to have enough credit that could pos-
sibly affect promotion and tenure decisions [9]. In fact, the
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previously mentioned work argues that the the most signif-
icant reason keeping acknowledgments out of consideration
for promotion and tenure can be traced back to the lack of a
central repository that keeps track of acknowledged entities
in scientific articles. Such a repository, which would be simi-
lar to the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI), would be
imperative for studying acknowledgments on a larger scale,
and could possibly contribute to the measuring academic
influence.

Acknowledgments are domain dependent, in the sense that
different communities tend to have different forms and struc-
ture of constructing the list of acknowledged entities. The
venue plays a significant role in determining what should be
acknowledged and what should not. For example, a PhD
dissertation would probably have larger section for acknowl-
edgments than a journal article or a conference paper. In
the medical domain, studies can be a result of multicentral
clinical trials where the number of authors can go beyond
double digits as a result of collaboration. In this case, a sig-
nificant number of contributors cannot be listed as authors,
and hence their contribution is credited in the acknowledg-
ments section. Another trend in medical papers is to list the
primary investigators as authors with the name of the study
group as a co-author and the members of the study group
are listed in the acknowledgments section. In 1991, The New
England Journal of Medicine published an editorial to de-
scribe the guidelines of acknowledgments and authorships
after accepting a manuscript in which five pages of the arti-
cle’s twelve were acknowledgments [18].

To the best of our knowledge, there is no active sys-
tem that keeps track of acknowledgments in digital libraries.
Therefore, our work is an important step towards making
acknowledgments more accessible for researchers, academic
evaluators, and economists for many uses such as promotion
decisions and the effectiveness of funded research[15]. The
AckSeer architecture is built with domain independence in
mind and can therefore be used to index acknowledgments
from various domains even though our experiments are lim-
ited to documents primarily in computer and information
science.

In addition, analyzing and understanding the the co-authorship
network would benefit a great deal by incorporating ac-
knowledgment information within the graph, since persons
and organizations being acknowledged have interacted with
the authors and contributed their share to the published
work. Hence, a bigger graph comprising both authors and
acknowledged entities would be very interesting to study,
providing an additional feature to a co-authorship network
that has already been extensively studied.

Our contributions are several. We design and describe the
architecture of acknowledgments repository and search en-
gine. We introduce methods for extracting acknowledgment
sections as well as the entities mentioned within, and list
the top acknowledged entities in computer and information
science. We use a novel approach to cluster entities based on
search engine results. Finally, we introduce different rank-
ing functions that can be used in an acknowledgments search
engine.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
section two we survey related work. Section three describes
the architecture of AckSeer and the system components.
The extraction method along with the disambiguation al-
gorithm and ranking functions are described in section four.

In section five we discuss the experiments and the statistics
obtained. We conclude in section six and identify directions
for future work.

2. RELATED WORK
The related work can be categorized into two different

components, first studying acknowledgments in scientific pub-
lications whether it has been extracted manually or auto-
matically. The second component is concerned with building
repositories and search engines for sub-objects of informa-
tion in digital libraries such as tables, figures and acknowl-
edgments that can be found inside articles and books.

Acknowledgments have received a fair amount of in-
terest from sociologists, information scientists, and to some
level from computer scientists. The attention given to ac-
knowledgments has not been comparable to that given to
citations and authorship. However, it was suggested far be-
fore automatic citation indexing became feasible (i.e. Google
Scholar3, CiteSeer[14]).

Early work on acknowledgments was carried out manually.
Cronin et al. [9] examined prominent journals of sociology
for 10 years period manually extracting acknowledgments.
As part of their work they conducted the same study but
on psychology and philosophy journals for a 100 years span
[11]. Other fields received attention as well including history
[26] , information sciences [7], and humanities [8].

Recent work [6, 15] proposed extracting acknowledgments
automatically and indexing them using the CiteSeer digital
library as an example. That work is most similar to ours as
they extract acknowledgments along with their entities and
make them searchable. However, our work builds a stan-
dalone repository and search engine for acknowledgments,
using improved entity extraction techniques. Furthermore,
our passage extraction algorithm achieves a higher F1 mea-
sure due to much better recall score of our algorithm (90%
on average) while they achieved a recall around 67% 4. As
mentioned, we use multiple state-of-the-art Named Entity
Recognition (NER) tools to identify entities in the acknowl-
edgments section. We introduce a method to utilize results
from multiple NER instances and merge them. This is very
useful as some NERs are better in extracting person names
while others are superior in identifying organizations. Their
NER was based on hand written rules that are only capa-
ble of extracting certain organization names but not person
names. In both cases we are able to outperform their work
and also propose a novel approach for entity merging and
clustering.

Extracting acknowledgments from digital libraries can be
considered another variation of information and metadata
extraction where multiple approaches have been proposed
including regular expressions, rule based extractors, and ma-
chine learning methods. Regular expressions and rule-based
systems can perform well in certain problems as long as the
data does not change but are tedious to maintain when new
data becomes available. As in that work [6, 15] we use reg-
ular expressions to identify acknowledgment passages since
this extraction can be robust. But in the case of NERs, those

3http://scholar.google.com
4The values were achieved on different datasets because the
data they used in experiments was lost along with the code.
Hence, we used a different dataset that includes the top cited
papers of all time which is more likely to be in their dataset
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Figure 1: The Architecture of AckSeer

based on machine learning methods such as Hidden Markov
Models (HMM)[32] and Conditional Random Fields (CRF)
[27] have been applied successfully to multiple domains re-
ducing the need to hand-craft rules and to manually extract
entities. Other machine learning techniques like Support
Vector Machines (SVM) are very popular in classifying high
dimensional data , and information extraction can be cast
as a classification problem [5]. Han et al. [16] used SVMs to
automatically extract metadata in building digital libraries,
while others have applied SVM for chunk identification [22]
and named entity recognition [17, 28].

Repositories of sub-objects are gaining popularity due
to the need to browse and search these sub-objects indepen-
dently of their parent-objects (i.e. paper, book) and since
they might represent summaries of the work discussed within
the article. Searching for figures, tables, algorithms and
chemical formulas are examples of sub-object repositories
made possible. Tables have been extracted from digital li-
braries and repository was built that indexs tables and ranks
them with a novel ranking algorithm [24, 23]. Along with
tables, plots and figures are often used to provide measures,
comparisons and results of experiments, which has led to an
interest in extracting these plots and associated data [19,
25]. While summaries are usually reported in tables and
figures, computer scientists and software developers are also
interested in algorithms and pseudo code. Bhatia et al. [3, 4]
built a search engine for extracting and indexing algorithms
found in the computer science literature.

3. ARCHITECTURE

3.1 System Overview
Figure 1 shows the architecture of AckSeer. The system

can be built for any digital library that can provide docu-
ments in PDF format along with their metadata. These files
are then converted to text using a converter such as PDFbox
and the output is passed to the section extraction algorithm
which is discussed in section 4.1. If acknowledgments are
found within the documents, the extracted passage would
be passed to multiple NERs to extract the entities men-
tioned. Currently, we use OpenCalais[2] and AlchemyAPI[1]
as NERs but there is no limit on the number of NERs that
can be used simultaneously. The results from the NERs are
aggregated and merged together removing duplicates and
ignoring entities that are contained in other NERs results.
The resulting acknowledgment passage along with the en-
tities and the metadata generated by NERs and given by
the digital library are stored in the database. The entity
clustering and disambiguation process is run in batches on
the entities within the database to merge variations of the
same entity. For example, NSF and National Science Foun-
dation are merged into the same cluster. The entities are
then indexed with Solr/Lucene along with metadata of the
containing document and the acknowledgment passage and
become searchable through the web interface.

3.2 User Interface
The user interface resembles most standard search engines

in order to keep the system familiar and easy to use. Figure
2 shows different screenshots from the user interface. The
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(a) The landing page of AckSeer (b) The results page for a specific query

(c) Timeline view for the query DARPA. (d) The statistics page of Ackseer

Figure 2: Screenshots of AckSeer

landing page shown in figure 2(a) 5 is where a query can be
submitted to the system. There are multiple types of queries
which the system is capable of handling. The default query
mode would try to match the terms of the query against
the words of the acknowledgment passage in a digital docu-
ment. Alternatively, the user may specify the field against
which the query is matched by preceding the query terms
with the field name followed by colon. Available fields are
entities and title. The query “entities:NSF”would search for
NSF in the list of extracted entities of each acknowledgment
passage, while the query “title:Google” would search for ac-
knowledgments appearing in documents that have the word
Google in its title. The results page for a query is shown in
figure 2(b). For each matching acknowledgment the meta-
data shown includes the title of the containing paper, the
number of citations the paper received, the list of extracted
entities, and the acknowledgment passage itself.

For a specific query q it is possible to view the timeline of
papers that contain q in the acknowledgements section. The
timeline is a plot where the x axis represents the year and
the y axis represents the number of papers published in that
year where q appeared in the acknowledgments. Figure 2(c)
shows the timeline for the query DARPA. The last interface
of AckSeer is the statistics page which shows a pie chart of
the distribution of entity types in the repository. Further,
we maintain four lists showing the top acknowledged enti-
ties, persons, companies, and organizations where each list

5The image on AckSeer homepage is courtesy of PhD
Comics http://www.phdcomics.com/comics/archive.php?
comicid=870

presents the entities along with the number of times they
have been acknowledged and the number of citations these
papers acknowledging them have received.

4. ACKNOWLEDGMENT EXTRACTION
In this section we describe the methods deployed in ex-

tracting acknowledgment passages and entities. After that
we introduce a novel approach to cluster and disambiguate
entities appearing in acknowledgments. Eventually we pro-
pose ranking functions that can be used while searching for
acknowledgments.

4.1 Passage Extraction
Identifying acknowledgment sections is a crucial part of

AckSeer and is the first step towards building the reposi-
tory. Errors encountered during the extraction would carry
through the indexing pipeline; therefore, we try to mitigate
the effect of accumulated errors by building robust passage
extractors. Previous work on acknowledgments extraction
used regular expressions achieving a high precision , 99%,
but relatively moderate recall, 67% [6, 15]. Inspired by that
work we devised an algorithm to identify the different sec-
tions and chapters of digital documents mainly though reg-
ular expressions, since most of documents in digital libraries
including papers and books are semi-structured.

To evaluate an extraction algorithm we need a tagged
dataset or gold standard on which we can measure the per-
formance of different extraction methods. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no tagged dataset for acknowledgments
extraction. Our constructed dataset contains the top 200
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cited papers/books in the CiteSeerX6 digital library. Highly
cited papers were chosen so that the performance of the ex-
tractors would be biased towards higher quality papers and
books, assuming that the number of citations is correlated
with the quality of the work. Among the 200 papers that we
manually examined, 130 of them had an acknowledgments
section accounting for about 65% of the dataset. We use the
following tags to identify objects appearing in the acknowl-
edgment passage, while of course others could be considered:

• Acknowledgment: the acknowledgments section

• Person: indicates a person being acknowledged

• Entity: indicate an agency or company being acknowl-
edged

• Scholarship: acknowledging a scholarship

• Project: acknowledging a project

• GrantNum: grant number

• ContractNum: contract number

Listing 1: Example of a tagged acknowledgment

<acknowledgment>
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS W.M. and Z .Z . are
supported by grant <grantNum> LM05110
</grantNum> from the <en t i t y>Nat ional
L ibrary o f Medicine </ en t i t y> . We thank
Dr <person> Warren Gish</ person> f o r
h e l p f u l conver sat ion s , Dr <person> Eugene
Koonin</person> f o r a s s i s t a n c e with the

examples , and Dr <person> Gregory Schu ler
</ person> f o r producing s e v e r a l o f the
f i g u r e s . </acknowledgment>

After examining numerous papers and books in the Cite-
seerX digital library to understand how and where authors
tend to write the acknowledgments section, we devised an
algorithm that utilized regular expressions to segment each
paper/book into sections (chapters for books). The header
or the title of each section is then filtered, and headers re-
ferring to acknowledgments are stored. This is a modified
version of the section identification method used in [31]. Al-
gorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of the section extraction
process. Briefly, the algorithm checks each line in the docu-
ment against a predefined set of regular expressions that de-
tect section headers. If the line is considered a match, a new
section is detected and all the lines following the header are
considered section content. A new section is started when-
ever a content line matches the header regular expressions.
Eventually, all identified section headers are examined and if
acknowledgments were to be found between them, the con-
tent is extracted. The algorithm is linear in both time and
space making it quite scalable on large numbers of docu-
ments.

The regular expression based extraction algorithm yields
hard precision and hard recall values at 83.7% and 83.8%
respectively. The hard precision and hard recall is defined
such that an extracted acknowledgment is only correct if it

6http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu

Algorithm 1: Section extraction algorithm

input : A text document D
output: Acknowledgment section
Sections←− HashTable;
header←− read line ;
content←− ∅;
while not at end of D do

read line l;
if l matches new section regex then

Add header and content to Sections;
header←− l;

else
Append l to content;

end

end
for header, content ∈ Sections do

if header matches acknowledgment regex then
return header, content;

end

end

Table 1: Performance of the acknowledgment ex-
tractor on the training dataset of 200 papers

Measure Value

Hard Precision 83.7%
Hard Recall 83.8%
Hard F1 score 83.7%
Precision 92.3%
Recall 91.6%
F1 score 91.9%
Precision without books 98.3%
Recall without books 97.6%
F1 score without books 97.9%

is a verbatim match of the manually tagged one. So if the
extractor extracted an extra dot or semicolon, the acknowl-
edgment is not considered to be successfully extracted. We
found that the extractor sometimes extracted an extra line
such as the title of the journal article along with the issue
that sometimes appears at the header or footer of the page.
This small line doesn’t make the extracted acknowledgment
necessarily incorrect, as the original acknowledgment is ex-
tracted completely but with an extra line. A similar scenario
can occur when journal articles list the date on which the pa-
per was received. Based on our definition above, when there
is more than one extra line beyond the original acknowledg-
ment, the extracted passage is considered incorrect. We re-
laxed this restriction and now consider such a passage to be
a correctly extracted acknowledgment. Under this relaxed
assumption, the value of precision and recall are 92.3% and
91.6% respectively. It’s worth noting that our dataset com-
prises both books and papers, and the errors which our ex-
tractor makes are mostly on books, which is expected since
books have more variation in their acknowledgement format
than papers. If we exclude books, our precision and recall
jumps to 98.3% and 97.6% respectively. Table 1 summarizes
the performance of the section extractor on the top 200 cited
papers in computer science in CiteSeerX digital library.
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4.2 Entity Extraction
The next phase in building the acknowledgments repos-

itory is to extract the entities inside the acknowledgment
section. Named Entity Recognition (NER) has been stud-
ied extensively in the literature, and systems have been able
to achieve 90% accuracy in many competitions. Instead
of building our own NER system, we decided to leverage
what is available in open source and free web services. We
have examined many open source tools: OpenNLP, NLTK,
Apache UIMA, Illinois Named Entity Tagger, OpenCalais[2]
and AlchemyAPI[1]. Upon examining the different NERs it
became clear that certain extractors perform better on spe-
cific types of entities and poorly on other types. For exam-
ple, some NERs are more suited to extract celebrity names
and organizational entities, while they fail to recognize nor-
mal person names. Others, however, might do a better job
on person names due to their large dictionary of names, but
perform poorly on organizations and company entities.

Guided by this, we designed a name extraction module
that is capable of consuming results from different NERs
and allowing them to work in parallel. The outputs from all
the NERs are collected and merged together to generate a
single list of entities. The merger is performed as follows:
for an acknowledgment passage p, a set of NERs N1...Nk

is ran on p, with each Ni generating a list of entities Ei.
Then, all the lists E1...Ek are concatenated into single list
L. For each entity ei ∈ L we remove all verbatim duplicates
ej such that ei = ej and i �= j from the list L. After that,
we find and remove all entities ek such that ek ∈ ei and ei
starts with ek. In other words we eliminate all substrings
of the entity ei that share the same prefix. This step helps
remove sub-identified entities that are not extracted in full
form. The problem occurred quite often in our experiments
and the suggested solution helped mitigate the issue. For ex-
ample, while extracting National Research Council Canada
extractor A successfully identified the entity, while extractor
B would only extract National Research Council.

In AckSeer we chose to use OpenCalais and AlchemyAPI
because they provide a web service that can be easily called
and provide quality extraction and disambiguation results.
OpenCalais is a web service developed by Reuters that pro-
vides many knowledge extraction services, but we only use
the entity extraction part. AlchemyAPI is another system
which provides a plethora of text extraction services includ-
ing text stripping, language detection, and last but not least
Named Entity Extraction. Similar to OpenCalais, we only
use the NER part of AlchemyAPI.

In our experiments with both OpenCalais, and Alche-
myAPI we found OpenCalais to be superior to AlchemyAPI
in identifying and extracting organizations and companies,
while AlchemyAPI is better at extracting names of persons.
As such, we use both systems to extract the entities and then
merge them based on the name of the entity (as it appears
in the text). If the entities are well known, OpenCalais and
AlchemyAPI would provide disambiguated canonical names,
along with links to dbpedia7 and freebase8. However, our
experiments with the disambiguation results of both APIs
showed clearly that the results are not accurate enough and
a standalone disambiguation method is needed. The above

7http://dbpedia.org/
8http://www.freebase.com/

mentioned section identification method is similar to what
was used in our previous work[20].

4.3 Instance Merging and Disambiguation
OpenCalais and AlchemyAPI tag the extracted entities

into three categories: person, company, and organization. In
the following sections we propose methods to disambiguate
and merge instances of the same entity.

4.3.1 Entity Names
Authors have different ways of writing their acknowledged

entities; some prefer to use the full name of the entity while
others tend to use abbreviations and acronyms. For exam-
ple, National Science Foundation, the most acknowledged
entity in our dataset, is frequently written in full form but
the acronym NSF is also as frequent but never in lower case.
To have accurate statistics about each entity we should han-
dle all naming variations and cluster them together. The
variations are not only acronyms v.s. full form; sometimes
entities are written with a shorter name than the full form.
For example, “Natural Sciences and Engineering Research
Council of Canada” and“Engineering Research Council”ap-
pear to refer to the same entity, and both are frequently used
in acknowledgments. Similar examples include: “Stanford”
and “Stanford University”; “U.S Federal Reserve”, “The Fed-
eral Reserve”, “United States Federal Reserve”. Therefore,
disambiguating entities is far more complicated than just
using a dictionary of acronyms along with their long form.
Even popular acronym databases are ineffective in disam-
biguating acknowledged entities because they are built by
matching a letter from the acronym with the beginning of a
word in the full form. These methods would fail to recognize
many acronyms especially if the acronym stems from lan-
guages other than English. For example German Research
Foundation, which is the German NSF equivalent, is ac-
knowledged in three different formats: 1) DFG , 2) Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft, 3) German Research Foundation.
Predefined acronym databases fail to recognize that all the
three forms refer to the same entity.

Earlier work on acknowledgment indexing used manually
crafted dictionaries to match and merge instances of the
same entity [6]. Building a dictionary is a very labor in-
tensive task, and simply not feasible because our repository
contains more than 4 million mentioned entities. Given the
aforementioned challenges in disambiguating entities we ex-
plored other approaches that utilize outside world informa-
tion for clustering, and at the same time scale to the size
of our data. Hence, we propose an approach that relies on
search engine results to cluster entities. The basic idea is
that variations of the same entity should have similar search
results when querying a search engine like Google or Bing.
For example, searching Bing for “NSF” or “National Science
Foundation” returns www.nsf.gov in both queries. Search
engines invest a lot of resources in disambiguating queries
and clustering them to return the best results. Using a
search engine API would allow us to access this information
and use it for clustering. In this work Bing API9 is used
to create a profile for each entity, where the profile contains
the top ten results returned by Bing when querying for that
entity. A similar approach [29] to our work uses search en-
gine results to disambiguate authors of research papers. We
differ in how these results are used.

9http://www.bing.com/toolbox/bingdeveloper/
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For each entity ei in our repository where i ∈ 1..n , we
create a list li containing the top ten urls returned by Bing
API when querying for ei. For each domain d appearing
as the first result on li we create a new cluster d and add
ei to it. If that cluster already exists, we just add ei to it.
The resulting cluster d contains all the entities whose first
search result is on on the domain d. Algorithm 2 shows the
pseudo-code of our approach. The variable k in algorithm
2 controls the number of clusters that ei get assigned to.
Currently we use k = 1 to use the first search result only.

Algorithm 2: Entity Disambiguation Algorithm

input : Set of entities Entities and list of domains Le

Clusters←− HashTable;
for e ∈ Entities do

u←− Le[0];
if u ∈ Clusters then

Add e to Clusters[u];
else

Create new cluster Clusters[u];
Add e to Clusters[u];

end

end
for e ∈ Entities do

for i← 1 to k do
if Le[i] ∈ Clusters then

Add e to Clusters[Le[i]];
end

end

end
return Clusters;

Our search engine driven disambiguation method showed
promising results, and is very fast since it only needs to scan
the list of entities once, yielding linear run time, assuming
the search results are available. We generate the list of url
results in a separate batch job before running the disam-
biguation method. This linearity allows us to process the
entire repository of more than 4 million entities in few min-
utes.

Future work could explore the number of URLs that can
be used for each entity (the variable k in the algorithm).
Currently, we only use the first search result for efficiency,
but in many cases we found that the correct cluster for the
url is not the first one. Our estimate suggests that using
the first url increases the precision but decreases the recall.
Other potential future work is to consider the results as fea-
tures in a high dimension space and apply a hierarchical
clustering algorithm.

4.3.2 Person Names
Person disambiguation in the case of acknowledgments

can be considered a form of author disambiguation. The
assumption is reasonable given the patterns of acknowledg-
ments described in the introduction. As of now we do not
perform any person specific disambiguation however one could
treat acknowledged persons as coauthors and use random
forest based author disambiguation [30]. Errors here do oc-
cur and John Wiley is classified as a person.

Paper 8
Ack 3

Paper 9

Paper 5

Ack 2Paper 6

Paper 7

Paper 1
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Paper 2

Paper 3

Paper 4

NSF
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Figure 3: Graph of citations and acknowledgments
used for ranking

4.4 Searching and Ranking
AckSeer provides a search interface to access millions of

acknowledged entities that were extracted from more than
500,000 papers and books. An effective ranking algorithm
is required to navigate through the hundred of thousands
of acknowledgments. Traditional ranking methods based on
term frequency and inverse document frequency are not ef-
fective here because an entity appears only once inside the
acknowledgment passage. TF-IDF based ranking would be
no different than a database query returning all matching
records in no specific order. We propose an approach to rank
acknowledgments which takes advantage of the number of
citations received by the document containing the acknowl-
edgment. The intuition is that citations can be considered
as incoming credit to the paper, while acknowledgments are
outgoing credit. By distributing the incoming credit to the
outgoing credit, we would be able to rank the important
acknowledgment passages. This method is inspired by the
HITS algorithm [21] and earlier rankings of acknowledge-
ments in CiteSeer. Figure 3 shows three acknowledgment
passages receiving citations from papers 1 through 9 and
acknowledging the entities NSF, DARPA and NASA. The
blue edges denote citations while red edges denote acknowl-
edgment. The number on the red edges denotes the order of
appearance in the acknowledgment passage.

4.4.1 Citations
Given a query Q, a list of matching acknowledgments L is

retrieved from the inverted index and the returned result is
ranked by the inverse order of the citations count. With this
method citations are distributed evenly on all acknowledged
entities. In the example shown in figure 3, given the query
NSF the returned result will be [Ack1, Ack2, Ack3].

4.4.2 Citations Inverse Entity Count Boost
The Citations Inverse Entity Count Boost (CIECB) ranks

acknowledgments by citations by first boosting the match-
ing entities with the reciprocal of the entities count in the
acknowledgment. So for a given query Q and matching ac-
knowledgment passage A, the similarity score is computed:

Sim(Q,A) = Citations(A) ∗ 1
|entities∈A|

In the same example of figure 3 and the query NSF, the
resulting order would be [Ack2, Ack1, Ack3]
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Figure 4: A scatter plot in log log scale for number
of acknowledgments against the number of entities

4.4.3 Citations Inverse Entity Count with Order Boost
The Citations Inverse Entity Count with Order Boost

(CIECOB) assumes that acknowledged entities are similar
to authors, hence the order of appearance matters. The first
acknowledged entity should receive higher credit than the
subsequent entities, just like in the case of authorship. The
similarity function from CIECB is augmented as follows:

Sim(Q,A) = Citations(A) ∗ 1
|entities∈A| ∗ 1

Order(Q)inA

Going back to our example in figure 3 and the query NSF,
the result in this case would be [Ack3, Ack2, Ack1]. Using
CIECOB we are able to capture the importance of order,
count, and citations in a single ranking scheme.

5. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

5.1 Repository
In our experiments of AckSeer we use the repository of

CiteSeerX digital library which for this work contained more
than 1.5 million documents in computer science, math and
statistics. The section extractor identified acknowledgments
in 526,930 of the papers in the repository. From the ex-
tracted acknowledgments we extracted 4,486,134 entity men-
tions, 1,648,013 of which were unique textually. The distri-
bution of entity types was as follows: 2,847,893 persons,
1,225,947 organizations, and 412,294 companies. We ranked
the top acknowledged entities, and our results are similar to
[15, 6] in showing that National Science Foundation is the
top acknowledged entity. Table 2 shows the top acknowl-
edged entities with manual disambiguation of top results.
It also shows the number of citations received from by the
papers that acknowledge these entities. The last column is
the result of dividing the citations by the acknowledgments.
These statistics are an extension of what we found in our
previous work [20].

As noted in table 2, the top acknowledged entities are
all organizations and companies. We extracted the top ac-
knowledged persons in our dataset, and noticed that there

Table 2: Top acknowledged entities in CiteSeerX
Entity # Acks # Cites Cites/Acks

NSF 67659 282904 4.18
NASA 12540 11011 0.88
European Union 12199 15660 1.28
IBM 9644 110902 11.50
DARPA 8976 155294 17.30
NIH 8879 2487 0.28
European Commission 7181 17509 2.44
MIT 6291 57785 9.19
Microsoft 5752 58336 10.14
Office of Naval Research 5138 66465 12.94

Table 3: Top acknowledged persons in CiteSeerX
Entity Number of Acks H-Index

Oded Goldreich 471 37
Olivier Danvy 350 24
Avi Wigderson 325 29
Vern Paxson 325 36
David Wagner 313 32
Jim Gray 309 21
Paul Taylor 292 14
Sally Floyd 288 40
Jon Crowcroft 270 25

is a relation between the h-index10 of the person and the
number of time she/he has been acknowledged. We use the
h-index values computed by CiteSeerX. We leave further
analysis of this observation to future work.

5.2 Disambiguation
We evaluate our disambiguation algorithm by construct-

ing a dataset that consists of the top 500 acknowledged en-
tities in AckSeer. As our baseline, we implement the longest
common subsequence algorithm (LCS). The LCS algorithm
is a common method for sequence alignment. It uses dy-
namic programming to compute optimal alignment between
two sequences of characters. We use simple heuristics to sep-
arate acronyms from non-acronym entity names. For each
non-acronym name we generate its potential acronym, by
taking the first letter of each word in the name. To deter-
mine if an acronym name s matches a target name t, which
can be either another acronym or a full name, we compute
the longest common subsequence between s and t (or the
potential acronym of t, if t is a full name). If the length of
the longest common subsequence is greater than 0.7 of the
length of the longer acronym, they are considered to match,
, for instance, between ‘USAF’ and ‘US Air Force.’ On the
other hand, for two non-acronym names to match, one has
to be a substring of the other, e.g. ‘US Department of En-
ergy’ and ‘Department of Energy.’ We compute the pairwise
LCS score between all the elements in our dataset. The clus-
ters are created such that all the entities in cluster c have
pairwise LCS score > 0.7. A cluster c is considered correct
if all the entities inside that cluster refer to the same entity.
In our evaluation we only consider clusters that have more

10An author would have h-index = X if he has X papers each
of which has been cited at least X times
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than one entity. LCS generates 89 clusters that have sup-
port11 > 1. We manually inspected these clusters and found
out that 49 of them are correct resulting in 55% accuracy.

Next we evaluate the accuracy of our search engine based
algorithm. The search results are retrieved for entities in
the dataset and we run algorithm 2 with default parameter
values. We manually examine the generated clusters for ac-
curacy, that is the purity within the cluster. Overall, the
algorithm detects 345 clusters with 70 of them having sup-
port > 1. Among the 70 clusters, 65 of them were correct
resulting in an accuracy of 92.8%. That is a significant im-
provement over the base line.

The following list shows some of the correctly detected
clusters:

• www.bmbf.de: {BMBF , German Federal Ministry
of Education and Research, German Ministry of Edu-
cation}
• www.defense.gov: { Department of Defense, U.S.

Department of Defense, DoD}
• www.usa.gov: {U.S. government, United States Gov-

ernment, US Government, federal government }

Some of the mistakes that the algorithm makes can be
traced back to the generality of the entity. For example our
algorithm clusters the entity “Department of Electrical
Engineering”with the princeton.edu cluster because their
department of electrical engineering appears as the first re-
sult on Bing, and the url of the result is on the princeton
domain (not a subdomain). Future work would research the
trade-off between using domain name and full URL in build-
ing the clusters.

5.3 Acknowledgments Social Graph
In our previous work we have studied a small graph [20] of

the acknowledgment network where the nodes are authors
and acknowledged entities. The edges are created between
an author a whose paper p acknowledges entity e. Our ex-
periment was conducted on the graph resulting from the top
1000 cited papers in CiteSeerX. We examined a few social
network measures on the small graph such as degree distri-
bution, centrality and clustering coefficients where we found
out that the in-degree and out-degree follow a power law
distribution.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we introduced AckSeer, the repository and

search engine for automatically extracted acknowledgments.
We described the architecture of an acknowledgment search
engine that is domain independent and repository indepen-
dent. Our section extraction algorithm is based on regular
expressions but it is robust enough with average F1 score
85%. We extract entities from the acknowledgments using
multiple NERs and introduce a method to merge their re-
sults. In addition, we disambiguate and merge instances of
the same entity using a novel search engine based disam-
biguation algorithm. The nature of acknowledgments and
entity frequencies lead us to devise new ranking functions
that utilize the importance of the paper and its citations.

11The support of the cluster denotes the number of elements
in it

AckSeer was built on top of CiteSeerX digital library with
more than 500,000 acknowledgments and 4 million entities.
Future work could take many directions, i.e. exploration
of the semantics of acknowledgments in order to understand
the reasoning behind mentioned entities. Other disambigua-
tion and NER techniques could be investigated due to cur-
rent limitations in accuracy and disambiguation. Better en-
tity clustering could explored and large heterogeneous ac-
knowledgement graphs might give social insights.
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